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MIT Press Ltd, United States, 2003. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 223 x 170 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. From the moment art historian Leo Steinberg championed his work in
opposition to Clement Greenberg s rigid formalism, Robert Rauschenberg has played a pivotal role
in the development and understanding of postmodern art. Challenging nearly all the prevailing
assumptions about the visual arts of his time, he pioneered the postwar revival of collage,
photography, silkscreen, technology, and performance.This book focuses on Rauschenberg s work
during the critical period of the 1950s and 1960s. It opens with a newly prefaced version of Leo
Steinberg s Reflections on the State of Criticism, the first published version of his famous 1972
essay, Other Criteria, which remains the single most important text on Rauschenberg. Rosalind
Krauss s Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image builds on Steinberg s essay, arguing that
Rauschenberg s work represents a decisive shift in contemporary art. Douglas Crimp s On the
Museum s Ruins examines Rauschenberg s silkscreens in the context of the modern museum. Helen
Molesworth s Before Bed uses psychoanalytic and economic structures to examine the artist s Black
Paintings of the early 1950s. A second essay by...
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Reviews
Definitely one of the better ebook I have possibly read through. It usually will not charge excessive. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for regarding if you check with me).
-- Prof. Jean Dare
A fresh e book with a new viewpoint. It is among the most awesome ebook we have read through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Christelle Stark III
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